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Vickie Siegel looking into the
main room of Cueva de Dos

Bovidas. Jim Pisarowicz.

the entrance. Their 50-meter rope
was just long enough for them to
rappel into the entrance. Unfortu-
nately, the cave was just a large shel-
ter. The original plan was to check
the cave and then rappel down from
the cave entrance to the ground. But
the 50-meter rope was too short for
a simple rappel back down to the
ground. After over an hour of dicey
climbing and rappelling, Phil and
Jesús were back down to the bot-
tom of the haystack. An unsuccess-
ful cave trip, but an adventure all
the same.

One day, Jesús and Lupe led us
over to Estación Poana, a railroad
station on the north side of the Si-
erra Poana. There we hopped on
planos, small platforms attached to
axles that rode on car wheel-bearing
races that fit on the rails. These ve-
hicles were propelled down the
tracks by using a pole, like a gon-
dolier pushing a boat down a canal.
Using these planos, Chris, Ajax,
Tom, Vickie, Phil and I traveled
down the iron road to a small settle-
ment of about five houses. There we
met the landowner, who agreed to
take us to a cave in the hills behind
his home.

Leaving the settlement of small
houses, we made our way through
a small field and past a stone build-
ing that had warehoused explosives
used during the construction of the
railroad. This powder magazine, or
polvorín, provided the name of the
cave, Cueva del Polrvorín. After
chopping a trail through the jungle,
we were soon standing near a small
hole in the exposed limestone,
where we were being eaten by mos-
quitoes. Everyone wanted to get
into the cave quickly to get out of
the swarm, but the entrance is rela-
tively small, and after a short
squeeze there is a tricky maneuver
to get out of the small passage and
safely down a short drop called El
Brinco. From there the cave opens
into a sizable room with a high ceil-
ing. A small passage, the Bat Flush,
had a constant stream of bats flying
out of it. Larger passages lead to
another room with several skylights
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